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Every marketer knows how tedious the journey of 
creating a high-preforming content can be. Did I 
choose the right graphic? Are the color and font 
choices showcasing the messaging behind our 
brand? Before you start to dive into the nitty-gritty 
details, have a plan that you can follow when you start 
to get off track. 

1. Goal
First and foremost, determine your end goal. Are you 
trying to bring brand awareness? Increase website 
visits? Educate interested prospects? Typically, there’s 
an 80/20 rule when sharing content online. This 
means that 80% of your posts should be increasing 
interest, informing members and engaging with your 
audience. While the other 20% of shared posts should 
be direct selling of your product or service. 

If your 80% includes informing potential customers, 
consider sharing blog posts or quotes that drive your 
message. Choosing a goal will pave the way for the 
rest of your social media graphic creation.

2. Which Graphic?
Figure out which graphics will produce the most 
engagement. Maybe you’ve seen trends of your 
viewers engaging with GIFs more, or, maybe you’ve 
noticed that themed posts drive engagements. Don’t 
be afraid to try new types of content as well! There are 
countless ways to communicate with your audience, 
pick a graphic that will showcase your brand’s mes-
sage and personality!

3. Organize

Make sure that all of your content is well organized so 
that all marketing team members have access to it. 
It’s always a good idea to double-check that your 
content meets all the social media platform’s expec-
tations as well. Check the amount of text you have on 
your graphics, as well as the length of any videos.

It would be super beneficial to create a social media 
calendar as well. If you’re getting caught up in the 
business of being a marketer, having a social media 
calendar to refer to can be a life saver! 

4. Design and Share!
Whether you’re using free sites that give you tem-
plates to help during the creation process, or you’re 
using Photoshop to construct eye-catching designs – 
let the creative juices flow! Once you’ve got a solid 
design, share away!

If you follow these strategic content creation steps, 
you’ll be on your way to increasing engagements and 
overall brand awareness. 
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Are you in the process of content creation? If you are, 
you know how frustrating it can be to make a 
well-rounded design that creates engagements with 
your followers. We laid out four areas that, when done 
correctly, will make your content pieces create a 
lasting impact and increase social media engage-
ment.

1. Logo
First and foremost, you’ll need to include your logo in 
your graphic. After all, you want your customers to 
associate it with your brand. Branding your graphic 
attracts viewers to your site – lack of branding in 
content makes your efforts unproductive. 

Are you posting a fun picture of your team hard at 
work? Adding your logo to the picture will help viewers 
to remember that it’s your brand that has an enjoyable 
and lively work environment. Perhaps you’re posting a 
GIF that showcases the different products you offer. If 
you aren’t adding your logo, how will people associate 
the products with your organization? It’s a subtle way 
to make viewers correlate, for example, their favorite 
articles of clothing they’re seeing, or the unique 
restaurant they’re considering visiting, with your 
brand.

2. Colors
There are countless psychological factors behind 
color – make sure you’re choosing the color scheme 
(no more than 4 main colors) that will evoke the 
emotion you want to your brand to give off, and 
overall, help your customers engage with the post. 
Here are some meanings behind color to help you 
choose the perfect color combination:

Red: ambitious, bold, exciting, powerful and energetic.

Pink: warmth, sensitivity, love, respect and possibilities.

Blue: control, contentment, purpose and awareness.

Orange & Yellow: optimism, freedom, spontaneity and 
motivation.

Green: growth, clarity, safety, nature and balance.

Purple: wealth, conventionalism, creativity, distinguished 
and compassionate.

Keep in mind who your target audience is. Which 
colors appeal best to them? Results show that 57% of 
men said that their favorite color is blue, with green 
coming in second at 14%. Similarly, 35% of women 
say that blue is their favorite color, while 23% of 
women say that purple is their favorite. 

Also, make sure to include contrasting colors to make 
your graphic as eye catching as possible. Don’t be 
afraid to play with textures and patterns too! They 
make your social media graphic that more appealing! 
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3. Fonts
If you’re a designer, you know how quickly a font 
choice can make or break a composition. When 
choosing which font(s) to use in a piece of content, 
you must first determine the mood that you’re trying 
to convey. Is your brand fun and playful? Or are you a 
company that communicates deep and powerful 
messaging? Remember – you can use more than one 
font! Just make sure that you’re selecting combina-
tions that complement each other. Try using both 
serifs and san serifs to create a sleek and interesting 
layout.

As in every aspect of design, contrast is an important 
area to consider. You always want content to be easy 
to read, right? Contrasting the size, placement and 
overall font choice will allow interested prospects to 
easily read and understand your message. And of 
course, don’t pick a font that is illegible. While it’s 
great to be creative, you also need to communicate as 
efficiently and simplistically as possible.

4.  Visuals
Since you’re going to be creating graphics on a small 
canvas, it’s easy for content to start to clutter up. 
Create a piece of content that encompasses all the 
principles of design: balance, emphasis, movement, 
pattern, repetition, proportion, rhythm, variety and 
unity. And, if you’re using imagery, make sure that the 
picture correlates to the marketing message you’re 
trying to communicate. Don’t make your viewers think 
too much – make it easily digestible. 

GIFs might be the content type you’re going to test 
out. Or, maybe you’re considering adding video to your 
social media pages. There are endless possibilities of 
the types of content that you can produce.  Keep 
reading to get more information on GIFs, quotes and 
numerous other content ideas! Regardless of which 
path you take, remember to make every design simple 
and easy to understand. 

At the end of the day, you’re trying to create engage-
ment with your current and potential customers – so, 
communicate a message that they want to interact 
with. Always consider who your audience is, and what 
colors, text and format they will respond to best. You’ll 
also need to follow the correct marketing steps when 
designing a piece of content.  If you consider and 
incorporate the various visual elements above, your 
social media page will be full of engaged individuals 
that are eager to learn more.
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Nowadays people are scrolling through social media 
in a slightly distracted way – sometimes for only a 
few minutes at a time. So, the saying, “a picture is 
worth a thousand words” has never been more accu-
rate. 

It’s true – our brains were built for visual information. 
In fact, humans recall information 55% more efficient-
ly when it’s paired with a graphic. This means that, as 
marketers, we have the responsibility of creating 
graphics that drives engagements and brings brand 
awareness.  

Here’s a quick guide to better understand the different 
types of social media graphics that can have a power-
ful impact on your brand and skyrocket engagement.

• GIFs:
If you’re in marketing, you’re aware of the high social 
media engagements that GIFs produce. There are 
limitless creative avenues you can go down with them 
- they have a wide variety of uses. Here’s a list of 
possible GIF concepts that your brand name could 
benefit from: 

Branded GIF
Show your product off! It’s an easy and graphic 
way to present what you have to offer.

Try creating a contest that challenges your follow-
ers to make a GIF of them using your product! Not 
only will you be creating both employee engage-
ment and customer engagement, but you’ll also 
have some great content to share. Everyone will 
want to showcase their own creativity and poten-
tially win!

Reaction GIF
Incorporate some excitement about your brand in 
a fun and recognizable way. Many reaction GIFs 
are short bits of videos that are looped together. 
These are typically used when commenting back 
to people – stray away from normal responses 
with emojis…people appreciate a good GIF 
response!

A fun and easy way to increase your social media 
presence is to ask a question to your followers and 
ask them to respond with a GIF. Social media 
users are GIF crazy!

Cinemagraphs
Is there something special you want to show off 
about your brand? This is a unique way to reveal 
specific qualities by using a still image with a 
section that continuously moves.

But how do you make a GIF or find one to use? Free 
sites like Giphy are a great source to find pre-made 
GIFs. But, you can also use Photoshop or use free 
sites like Canva to create your own. Don’t be afraid to 
show off your brand’s personality!

• Video:
It’s no surprise that video is the leading source to 
creating  social media engagements. In fact, views of 
video content have increased 99% on YouTube and a 
whopping 258% on Facebook between 2016 and 
2017. Twitter has also seen the benefits of video with 
video tweets being 6X more likely to be retweeted 
than photo tweets. While, when used correctly, photos 
and words can be great marketing tool, it’s clear that 
videos communicate feelings and messages most 
effectively.
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In regards to video creation, make sure that you’re 
testing different types of marketing strategies when it 
comes to messaging. Do your followers engage with 
emotional videos or comical videos better? Maybe 
your they prefer to watch testimonials. After you’ve 
figured out which type of content to produce, figure 
out how long the video should be. This depends on 
the platform you’re using. Here are the ideal video 
length times broken down:

Facebook: 1 minute
Instagram: 30 seconds
Twitter: 45 seconds
YouTube: 2 minutes

Another area to be aware of is that 85 percent of 
Facebook video is watched without sound. This could 
alter the route that you take with video creation. If you 
have a message that can’t exactly be given without 
words, we urge you to add subtitles. Platforms like 
Facebook and YouTube make it easy to add subtitles 
manually or upload and SRT file. 

No matter which platform you’re utilizing or what 
message you’re trying to communicate, remember – 
putting time and resources into video content will 
drastically increase your following and bring great 
brand awareness. 

• Photos of Team:
It’s always welcoming to show visitors who you are as 
a company and give them an inside scoop to the 
office’s daily life. Helping your members feel a part of 
your brand gives them an even better understanding 
of what the your company is all about. Not to mention, 
on Instagram, pictures with faces have a 32% higher 
chance than other photos to receive comments.  

Try snapping pictures of employees during fun 
themed weeks to showcase your office culture or get 
employees in their natural habitat of working. Don’t 
forget to brand the image with your logo so that 
viewers correlate the laid-back atmosphere to your 
brand. 

To really get your followers to engage with you, show 
them that you’re more than just a company trying to 
sell them something – you’re a team who is passion-
ate about their work and culture!

• Quotes:
Graphically presenting a quote is a great way to back 
up your brand’s message without being too pushy. 
Using someone else’s words helps to switch up the 
typical verbiage, and ultimately reinforce the impor-
tance of your marketing message. After all, you want 
people to be engaging with your graphics, so really try 
to find quotes that emphasize the pvoint you’re trying 
to make.

You’ll also want to stray away from long quotes – you 
want to get your brand’s message across as quickly 
as possible. Also - Including the author is a must, and 
if you use a quote from someone well-known, all the 
better! (Using a quote from a professional in your 
industry will get you major brownie points!) 
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• Visual Tips:
Educating your followers is one of the major aspects 
to marketing, so why not do it in a creative, graphical 
way? Giving tips on how to use your product or 
explain why your service is important is a great way to 
communicate with potenial customers. If they find the 
tip or advice useful, they’ll share it with others which 
ends up bringing you even more brand awareness. 
Take a step back and think about your audiences’ pain 
points. 

What are common questions that they seek answers 
to? What are their core needs? 

Giving small, graphic tips on your social media pages 
will help viewers remember your brand in an effective 
and creative way!

• Infographics:
Do you have an important point or statistic that you 
want to share on social media? Try using infographics 
to simply get a message across. They help break 
down information that is difficult to digest. Again, 
people remember what they saw more than what they 
read. 

Not only are infographics attractive to look at, but 
they’re also shareable. The simplicity that they bring 
encourages viewers to share the information that is 
on it. Did you know that search engines prioritize 
infographics when displaying results? This is great 
news if you’re trying to make it on the first page of 
search engine results and increase brand awareness. 
Overall, the simpler, the better. People are more likely 
to engage with content that is quick and easy to 
understand.

• Visual Statistics:
In today’s world, numbers have a big influence on 
people. Creating and sharing a visual statistic is an 
effective way to get a point across. Is your company 
on an upward trend with sales? Show it graphically! Is 
there a statistic that emphasizes why your product is 
going to be useful for them? Create a simple chart, 
graph or table to display your facts! Internet users are 
much more interactive with visuals than they are with 
words – developing eye-catching visual statistics will 
increase your brand’s engagements.

• Series or Theme:
Consistency is key. Have you ever considered making 
your posts a part of a theme or series? Unifying your 
content allows you to create excitement and generate 
momentum. Not to mention, viewers will start to 
easily recognize your brand after seeing such consis-
tent posts. Also, designing a template saves you time 
when it comes to content creation. (Score!) You could 
even try making a theme out of any of the graphic 
types that are listed above - get creative! 

So, which content ideas are you going to try? Remem-
ber – give your testing a bit of time. If you’re testing 
your new content ideas as ads, let them run for at 
least 3-4 days. This way, you can gauge whether your 
followers are engaging in the right way. Also, look at 
your analytics to identify any trends occurring. Creat-
ing solid social media content and keeping an eye on 
what’s driving engagements will end with a success-
ful content marketing strategy.
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Digital marketing is such a broad term nowadays. 
There are countless avenues to go down, and at 
times, it can be a bit overwhelming. Every business is 
looking to gain new leads and ultimately grow their 
customer base, right? 

Right.

However, you’re going to have to have a lead genera-
tion strategy in place in order to not only acquire new 
leads but convert them as well. 

Digital Campaigning

What is it?

The use of business cards and newspaper ads are a 
thing of the past. It’s clear that every lead generation 
strategy must be present on the internet. As a digital 
marketer, there are a variety of avenues that you can 
go down with a digital campaign.

Facebook has amazing opportunities to put your 
brand’s message out there and acquire new custom-
ers and leads. With over 2.38 billion monthly users, 
taking advantage of paid Facebook campaigns are a 
definite road to go down.

While you’ll need to choose where your ads will be 
seen, you’ll also need to develop content that your 
leads are going to respond well to. Check out our blog 
post to see which graphics you can incorporate into 
both your paid and organic lead generation efforts. 

Why use it?

With 95% of Americans owning cellphones, and 77% 
of those people owning a smartphone, it’s a no-brain-
er that digital marketers need to be just that – digital. 
Setting up a campaign through Google, Facebook, 
Twitter or any other platform is a must.

How do you implement it?

Take a couple courses on the platforms that you want 
to display your ads. There are countless YouTube 
videos out there to give you direction and inspiration.

Just make sure you’re designing your digital cam-
paign around your audience. Generating leads 
revolves around being present in the right place, at the 
right time. 

Implementing a digital campaign is the easy part – 
strategizing and creating relevant content is where 
most marketers get stuck.

58% of internet users say they don’t click on ads 
because they aren’t relevant. So, to convert a lead, 
you’ll have to show them content that not only catch-
es their eye but captures their attention as well.



Landing Pages

What is it?

A landing page is where interested prospects are 
going to be led to – it’s the most important piece in 
your lead generation strategy.

Maybe a website visitor clicks on a call to action for 
more info on your service, or a Facebook user clicks 
one of your ads – regardless – these potential leads 
need to be taken somewhere filled with valuable 
information that is specific to their needs.

Call to actions should always lead to a landing page – 
never your website. Your website should be designed 
more generally, showcasing your overall brand and 
corporate values. 

These individuals need to be directed to a page that 
answers exactly what they were looking for, and not to 
mention, a place where they can give you their infor-
mation.

Why use it?

Essentially, your landing page will offer a valuable 
content offer (or offers!), while also offering a form to 
fill out with contact information. Acquiring emails not 
only allows you, a digital marketer, to continue to 
nurture individuals as a lead, but it also allows the 
opt-ins to regularly hear from you!

In short, landing pages are a digital marketing tactic 
that helps increase your conversion rates and lower 
your cost of acquiring a lead or sale. 

How do you implement it?

Getting a landing page built and tested is one of the 
top five challenges faced by B2B marketers. Don’t let 
the confusion and intimidation stray you away from 
implementing landing pages into your lead generation 
strategy!

The process can be simple when you have marketing 
software such as Hubspot, Instapage or unbounce.

These easy to use sites allow you to use quick drag 
and drop options to create clean designs with easy 
navigation for the landing page visitor. Not to mention, 
you can use templates for an even easier route.

So, what are you waiting for? Stand out from the 
competition and lead your visitors to a relevant page. 
Adding landing pages into your digital marketing mix 
will make your lead generation strategy foolproof. 
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It’s no surprise that video is the most efficient form of 
communication in 2019. With videos being shared 
1200% more than text and images combined, it’s time 
that your brand jumps on the video content bandwag-
on. 

Sure, posting a video seems like a great idea to 
increase your engagement on social media, but what 
should the video be about? Companies typically don’t 
create videos because they don’t know where to start. 
Here are a few avenues to go down to get the creative 
juices flowing!quality content and conversation, and 
you should too!

1. Introduce Yourself as a Brand! 

Use video to welcome your new followers with a 
warm greeting and show them that you’re a company 
that cares about its customers. Try sending the video 
in a welcome email, or even try to send it through a 
personalized inbox message. Not only is this a great 
first impression, but it’s also a piece of content that 
encourages your new followers to engage with your 
brand.

It’s said that 59% of executives would rather watch a 
video than read text. With loads content being pushed 
from so many organizations and brands, you need to 
stand out from the crowd. Try pinning your welcome 
video to the top of your social media pages. It’s a 
fantastic greeting to receive anytime someone visits 
your page.

2. Explain the Benefits of Your Offerings!

Show your followers the value that you can bring 
them! First, you’ll want to answer some key questions:

What products/services are you offering?

Where can they find more information?

What upcoming events do you have planned?

Why do they need your product/service? 

How does your brand differ from the competition?

First and foremost, you’ll want to educate your audi-
ence. Cut to the chase – what do you do as a compa-
ny? And then answer why they should purchase your 
offerings. 

Make sure to stay on top of answering key questions 
that your audience may have, too. Engage with them 
on social media and see what their pain points are - 
this will help guide you to answer questions that may 
be on various potential and current customers’ minds.

Email Marketing

What is it?

In today’s digital world, receiving an email every hour 
is expected. In fact, it’s projected that 306.4 billion 
emails will be sent and received every day in 2020. 

So, what makes the cute animal email thread different 
from email marketing?

While the marketing emails are designed to promote 
products or services, it’s also made to develop rela-
tionships with potential customers/clients. Basically, 
digital marketers will send out emails to a targeted 
group of people. That list is made up from leads who 
opt-in with their email address, typically from landing 
pages. 

Why use it?

Let start with a mind-blowing statistic. According to 
Hubspot, 99% of consumers check their email every 
day, and 59% of people say that marketing emails 
influence their purchase decision. This is HUGE news 
for lead generation strategies. 

However, your brand needs to stick out in the clut-
tered inboxes and tailor email messaging to specific 
segments of your customer database. Show that your 
brand is personal, and that you value communication 
with customers! Always send them content that will 
hit their pain points and answer their questions.

This type of messaging helps a business develop and 
maintain a relationship with a customer over time. 

According to Forrester Research, companies that 
nurture their leads see 50 percent more sales-ready 
leads than their non-nurturing counterparts at a 33 
percent lower cost. 

It’s obvious - email marketing is a powerful tool when 
trying to convert leads or upsell existing customers.

How do you implement it?

With lists building quickly, marketing automation is an 
easy method to help digital marketers automatically 
send highly targeted emails to leads. 

For starters, your leads will need to be synced with 
your CRM, who can then be placed into a workflow. 
After filling out a form on a landing page, leads can 
then be nurtured with content that matches their 
specific interests or placements within the marketing 
funnel.

Again, using a marketing software, such as Hubspot, 
to help nurture your leads in an email workflow is 
beyond useful and easy to implement.

Yes, digital marketing can be overwhelming, but the 
opportunities are endless! Take advantage of the 
digital campaigning methods to grab your audiences’ 
attention. Then, send them to a page that makes 
sense and allows them to give you their contact 
information. After you have their email, nurture them 
as a lead and start a conversation with them.

Make sure that every stage of your lead generation 
strategy is well thought out. Your leads care about 
quality content and conversation, and you should too!
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3. Benefit from User Generated Con-
tent (UGC).

So many brands see engagement on social media as 
likes, shares and retweets (which it is!). However, 
there’s nothing more engaging than hearing the 
opinions and voices of your audience. 

Ask your followers to upload their own videos of 
themselves answering industry questions or maybe 
giving opinions on current topics. While this is giving 
you content to share on your own social media plat-
forms, it’s also creating a conversation.

That’s engagement. 

Hearing testimonials is also a beneficial video con-
tent. In fact, 92% of consumers trust recommenda-
tions from others, even people they don’t know, over 
branded content. 

Get your audience talking – let them speak on the 
value that they’ve gotten from your brand. People are 
starting to crave stories, connections and interactions 
with others. Try not to push informative video content 
all the time – let others do the talking for you. 

4. Hype Up Upcoming Events!

Events are a marketer’s dream – it gives you an 
opportunity to hype up your brand. Create buzz. 
Promote a sense of urgency to learn more. 

Video gives you so much opportunity to create excite-
ment: fun background music, the intense movement 
of text and imagery, the inspirational voice-over. Video 
opens doors that images, GIFs and text can’t do. 

The social media engagements will start rolling in.

A great idea to promote your company’s event is to 
ask for video testimonials from past attendees. Again, 
not only are you receiving video content to use, but 
you’re also given more credibility as a brand Some-
times it requires hearing from someone new to have 
some serious FOMO (Fear of Missing Out!)

Whatever you end up creating, remember to keep it 
short! 1/3 of viewers stop watching videos after 30 
seconds – so, try to create your video two minutes or 
shorter. Get your message across in a quick, yet 
efficient, way!
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At the end of the day, you’re trying to tell your brand’s 
story. When creating video content for your business, 
remember to answer all three questions in the golden 
circle:

WHY are you doing what you’re doing?

Very few brands know why they do what they do. The 
WHY is your core purpose or belief. Let the ‘why’ be 
what dictates ALL content creation – reiterate why 
your company is impactful to its customers.

HOW are you doing it? 

Explain how you’re different from the competition. 
What makes you stand out?

WHAT are you offering?

Most importantly, you need to tell your audience what 
you can offer them.

So, let’s recap on how to use video to increase brand 
awareness. Ideally, you’ll want to create a shorter 
video that’s inviting (think 15 seconds to a minute), 
exciting and educational. While you could go the route 
of creating your own video content, your brand can 
also encourage current customers to contribute to a 
conversation and post their own videos. Either way, 
engagement is vital to increasing brand awareness.

It’s obvious that internet users are engaging more 
with video than they ever have before. Now, the 
question is, how are you going to integrate video to 
create engagement with YOUR followers?
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Golden Circle:


